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“Every day try to falsify your favourite theory” (Karl Popper)

This short paper (poster) summarises my presentation [6] at this workshop [1] in September 2002. It also reflects some of the discussions at (and some new insights since) the workshop, before this summary went into print.

After several years of Abstract Partial Deduction (APD) — which is, for reasons of simplicity, here just regarded as a joint technique combining Partial Deduction and Abstract Interpretation — at least two APD tool prototypes are available: These are SP [4] and ECCE [8] which both operate in the abstract domain of Regular Unary Logic (RUL) [13]. Both are implemented in PROLOG, and both transform PROLOG input to PROLOG output during an abstract partial deduction run. These two are the tools under consideration here. (The system CPE [12] is not considered because it doesn’t support the language PROLOG.) Due to cooperation between the authors of [8][4], essential parts of the RUL processing source code of SP are reused and integrated into the source code of the ECCE software system. Despite of certain problems which these tools may still run into on particular input programs (especially nontermination? — see discussion in [10]), it had been conjectured in [9] that RUL-APD could produce interesting results in Infinite State Systems Verification (ISSV), especially when applied to systems described in terms of a process algebra (e.g. CSP). My experiments referred to in this summary were mainly motivated by that conjecture [9] (but also by the insights of [11]). Further I was interested into a direct performance comparison between the above mentioned RUL-APD tools in their currently available versions [8][4]. Finally, by choosing the well-known Bakery protocol [7] as an example which has already been successfully used as a test case for another logic-based approach to ISSV [12][3], the RUL-APD approach explored here can be roughly compared to that other (and partially successful) approach [2].

1 I have safely kept my program source codes for those who wish to repeat or extend my experiments. Please contact me to obtain the according files which, due to lack of space, cannot be printed out as an appendix to this summary.
2 Note though that [2] did not specify Lamport’s original protocol. They analysed an over-simplified variant of it which is flawed by circularity: mutual exclusion is there achieved by means of mutual exclusion because their specification disallow more than one involved process at the same time to read the registers of the other processes.
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3 A significant difference between SP and ECCE could not be found in these experiments.
4 In a later experiment (after this workshop) I found out that in the context of the test specification the tools could not detect the uniqueness of the minimum operation, thus the validity of \((S = S') \implies (\min(S) = \min(S'))\), which is a crucial preliminary of Lamport’s original safety property proof.